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employ the same 'politic5 metres, but are different in style and con-
tents. ^ Which came first and how they are related seem to be
matters still £sub judice'5 since the ingenious arguments of H.
Gregoire have not been subjected as yet to any second examination.
Current opinion ascribes priority to the 'tragoudia', while con-
ceding great age to the epos. Basileios Digenes Akritas is a poem
which uses material from Genesius's biography of Basil I, with his
feats of strength and prowess as a hunter. The date of Genesius is
approximately the mid-tenth century. The Grottaferrata text
states that the Holy Face relic is to be found at Edessa. It was
removed to Constantinople in 944. Before this can be accepted as
a "terminus ante quern', we should have to be certain that no
antiquarian information was accessible to the poet. In the Andros
and Trebizond manuscripts there appears a certain 'Aaron', who
can be identified with the third son of the last Tsar of western
Bulgaria; he entered the Byzantine service and fought against
the Seljuqids about the years 1047-59. This is taken to indicate
a revision of the epos sometime after the middle period of the
eleventh century. The Trebizond manuscript is of the fifteenth
century, and it is such a poem as one would hesitate to place along-
side the Cid or Chanson de Roland. The Greek employed is of a
literary cast, and the author quotes his Iliad, Quintus Curtius,
Aldelaga and Olope (an erotic novel), and several books of the
Bible. On the other hand, he lacks the characteristic merits of the
traditional minstrel, for he cannot tell a story, and ruins several
promising situations. He alludes to ballads on the Apelate chief-
tains, which his poem is intended to supersede.
The 'geste* of Digenis is connected with neighbouring literary
works: with the Armenian epos of David of Sasoun, the history of
c Umar al-Nufman in the Arabian Nights (which Gregoire terms the
'Geste de Melitene' corresponding to the part of the epos he terms
'Geste de PEmir'); the Arabic chivalrous romance Dot al-Himma
wdl-Battdl\ the Turkish metrical romance of Sayyid Battal; and
the Russian Devgenn. Philopappos was, it seems, the original hero
of the ballad Syropoulos (or Scleropoulos) steals Kostantas* Bride,
later transferred to the Akritic cycle; Andronikos's Son was origin-
ally independent; and the song of Amouris (or Amouropoulos) was
originally connected with the defence of Arnorium in 838, and not
with Digenis, turmarch of the Anatolians, who perished at Kopid-
nadon in 788. In addition to the 'Geste de Melitene', Gregoire

